
  

Murrayburn Primary School Home Learning 

Primary 3   Wednesday 3rd June 

Numeracy Other Tasks Spelling –  

Apples – end sound ‘nt’ (tent, bent, mint, hunt, ant, 

sent) 

Bananas – soft g (dge – fudge, edge, sledge, badge, 

bridge, lodge) 

Strawberries – words with ‘ing’ at the end. 

Type your spelling words on a phone or tablet. Or you 

could make your own phone out of paper and type them 

on that! 

                           
Grammar and punctuation 

Nouns are naming words for people, places, 
animals and things. When you go for a walk, have 
a look for signs and posters with nouns. Which 
ones have capital letters and why? You could 
draw some of the nouns you find on your walk. 
 

Reading  https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ 

Oxford Owl Website for free eBooks or read a book 

you have at home. 

Task -  Imagine you are texting the main character of 

the story. What questions would you ask them? 

Writing 

Write instructions for how to do something around 

your home. It could be making a sandwich, putting 

the washing on, doing a craft or planting a seed etc. 

Use a different word to start each sentence (first, 

next, then, after, finally). Each step should be on a 

new line and have the number at the start. You could 

include drawings too to make it easy to understand. 

Don’t forget your full stops, capital letters and finger 

spaces. 

Challenge – can you include 6 different steps? 

Times tables – Practice your tables (Focus on one) 

.  
           5x 

                  4x 

         9x 

Addition 

What would you need to add to these numbers to make 20? 

12  4  17  6  15  5  10  11  2  8  18  20  13 

What would you need to add to these numbers to make 100? 

70  40  20  33  87  58  91  16  72  10  64  29  55 

Money 

13p  15p  8p  80p  55p  40p  99p  £1.40  £1.67  £1.04 

Work out how much change you would get if you bought 

these with: 

Mild – 20p (the first 3) 

Medium - £1 (the first 7) – remember that’s 100p 

Spicy - £2 – remember that’s 200p 

Music 
 

Get creative an experiment with music in 

different ways using Chrome Music Lab. Which 

section is your favourite? 

 

www.tinyurl.com/murrayburn3  

PE 

See how far you can long jump! Mark where you 

start and end and then measure it using the 

measuring tape from your pack! Can you beat 

others in your home? 

SumDog 

Log on to SumDog. Each week aim for …. 

spend at least 20 minutes 

 spend at least 30 minutes 

 spend at least 45 minutes 

Look out for new challenges set by your teacher! 

Life Skills  

Can you make a create snack? You maybe saw that the 

teachers had a go of making some create sandwiches. 

What will you create snack look like? Will it be an animal 

or an object? Have a look below for ideas and post a 

picture if you can on Teams or Twitter! 

Art 

A few weeks ago it was Vesak – a Buddhist holiday. Can 

you research what Vesak means for Buddhists and then 

make this Hamsa hand craft? The Hamsa hand 

represents the 5 senses of the body and is meant to bring 

good luck and happiness. 

You just need some cardboard and tin foil! Cut out the 

hand shape, wrap your tin foil around it and then indent it 

with beautiful patterns with a pencil (nothing too sharp!). 

Or you could design one on paper using pencils. 

Ideas 

Splat is a hundred square online 

that can help with counting in the 

times tables. 

Challenge – can you splat all of 

the numbers in your times table? 

Literacy 

about:blank
about:blank
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